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HUUM mobile app

You can conveniently heat the sauna with HUUM mobile application, 
regardless of your location. Whether you're finishing a long day at work 
or planning to go for a run - a couple of clicks on your mobile phone is all 
it takes to have a hot sauna waiting for you when you get home. 
The mobile application allows you to set the start and end time of 
heating, select the target temperature and view the current 
temperature of the sauna. HUUM mobile application works with 
UKU WiFi and UKU GSM control systems. 

 eight different languages
 unlimited number of users
 notification when the end temperature is reached
 lights/ventilation or steamer control
 calendar for booking sauna in advance
 statistics about sauna use

UKU control panel

UKU control system is a modern way to heat a sauna. The sauna can 
be controlled from a stylish sauna controller on the wall or, in the case 
of the WiFi or GSM model, even from a smartphone. It is possible to 
connect sauna lighting/ventilation and steamer to UKU and control 
them from the remote control. UKU ensures you a comfortable and 
safe sauna experience.

timer
child safety lock
door sensor
for heaters up to 18 kW
controllers of different colours and styles
the control system can be used with electric heaters from 
different manufacturers

- Manual and mobile application use. Needs WiFi network

- Manual and mobile application use. Needs 2G network

- Manual use only

Control system options:

LocalWiFi GSM

UKU WiFi 

UKU GSM 

UKU Local 



huum.eu
#huumsauna

Vahi tee 9
60534, Tartumaa
Estonia
info@huum.eu

CORE technical data
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10,5 kW
10-20 m³
30 kg
19 kg
830 mm
385 mm
385 mm

16 A
3/N~400V
5 x 2,5

40 mm
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9 kW
9-15 m³
30 kg
19 kg
830 mm
385 mm
385 mm

16 A
3/N~400V
5 x 2,5

40 mm
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6 kW
6-10 m³
30 kg
19 kg
830 mm
385 mm
385 mm

10 A
3/N~400V
5 v1,5

40 mm

HEATER

Power
Sauna room 
Stone capacity 
Weight
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Fuse
Supply voltage
Cable (N x mm²)

SAFETY DISTANCE

A

Stainless
Steel

CE
Certification

Safety &
Controll

Made in
Estonia

UK
Certification

5 Years
Warranty

INCLUDED:

electric sauna heater 

REQUIRED: 

control unit
stones (5-10 cm)
heat-resistant power cable

CORE heater

CORE electric heater gives you creative freedom. CORE heats up the 
sauna quickly and gives pleasant steam, but what makes it special are 
the designable side panels. Depending on the interior you can use 
ceramic tiles, stone, lids, wood. The safety distances of the heater are 
exceptionally small. CORE can be fully immersed in the sauna bench and 
fit into small steam rooms. The selection includes a heater without finish 
and a black metal CORE. We offer wooden panels as an additional product. 
The wooden finish is a particularly convenient choice for families with 
small children, for example - the risk of burning yourself against 
the heater is almost non-existent.

CORE is compatible with the sauna control system UKU. 


